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«Mythos and Utopia» of Istanbul. Burcak Bingol, herbarium and shards in Zilberman
gallery.
Zilberman Gallery, located in one of the former Egyptian apartments, situated in the heart
of the city, nearby the Taksim Square, previously, the popular touristic center of Istanbul. After
the terrorist attack a year ago and therefore smaller number of tourists/foreign visitors, closing of
large public institutions, international coffee shops and restaurants as well as world famous
trademarks were gone. Today, you cannot hear the familiar bell of the retro tram. The spring air
does not smell of roasted chestnuts. Istiklal offers a reminiscence of all the local riots at once:
from Istanbul pogrom in 1955 to «Occupy Gezi» in 2013. The only one reason to be here today
is the exhibition «Mythos and Utopia» by Burcak Bingol, contemporary Turkish artist, working
with ceramics, and whose works are, among others, in the collection of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art (New York).
Successful usage of the crafts in their practices is an important feature of the
contemporary Turkish art, and Burcak Bingol is one of the first in it. She received a full higher
education (including magistracy and doctorate) in "Ceramics". After some Academic experience,
she eventually focused on rethinking the Ottoman ceramic heritage and completely devoted
herself to its practice. For the Ottoman Empire ceramics and tiles has always been an important
part of the cultural code. With the changing of epochs, the material had the fascinating history of
formation from the decorative material of the Sultan's chambers and mosques to becoming the
main tourist export treasure.
Burcak being involved by ambiguous features of the ceramic as a material, its fragility,
choosing the shape distortion as a way of its representing: ceramic vessels in her project are
broken, devoid of traditional form, not burn completely and only partially coated with glaze.
Literally, they are mutilated.
March 2017. I wade through repaired Istiklal caddesi. Out of the grand staircase shadows
I gently open the glass door and step in the space of the gallery. Exhibition is formally divided
into two parts. Right at the entrance, I see three-part composition titled «If the Word Must
Represent the Thing, 2017». From left to right I explore: there is thinly drawn image of a rose in
the frame under the glass. On the white background miniature details of the flower at the same
time associable with Medieval Ottoman miniature and sultan portraits by European hands of XV
century, the time when the rose was an important religious symbol. There is a real miniature rose
sprout fixed on a small shelf with handful of unbaked clay in the center of the three-part
composition. The flower on the aggressive natural background looks fragile, but, unlike the
drawing, it is not defended from the visitors by a glass. On the right side of the triptych, there is a
stone block of an oblong form. It is covered with glossy, pale pink glaze, roughly bounded on
both sides and decorated with floral appliqué. It reminds me at the same time on a broken human
flesh, bones and sugar sweet French éclairs. This part of the exhibition refers to Joseph Kosuth,
one of the originators of Conceptual art and his work «One and Three Chairs, 1965». With such
an introduction artist declares "Do not expect here classic plates and vases as a souvenir", it
becomes clear that Bingol will talk about the modern problems, but in the old Ottoman language.
Burcak swaps around all the general concepts and casts doubt upon the laws of nature: "alive"
body of a plant that needs protection almost abandoned to perdition, but dead two-dimensional
graphics, with its glass fence, receives an unjustified status of "precious."
As a transition from the entrance to the main exhibition room artist and curator Burcak
Bingol chooses graphic work «Composite, 2016». Ottoman ceramic ornaments (Almost a
Turkish trademark), which the artist copied from the tiles of the Sultan's chambers, well known
for their unique forms and colors. But in Burcak’s composition they lost their nature: she
crushes, superimposes and multiplies patterns. And the classic colours scheme of the Ottoman
tiles (red, and turquoise and blue) she replaces for uncharacteristic fifty shades of gray.
This means, she disfigures ceramics again. However, despite the actual deformation of «beauty»
- there is no negativism and similar pessimistic moods in her works. On the contrary, there is
enough poetry and subtle sensuality.
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The space of the main exposition hall Burcak as a curator decorates for the needs of the
material. Her pottery transformed into a form acquires the functionality of sculpture needs a
circular inspection. The artist places a large wooden table on the right side of the main exhibition
hall. Roughly hewn, unpainted, it reminds me at once a joiner's workbench and an archaeological
display case. Moreover, a table as a symbol of cooking is part of the women's collective image
that also connected with the concept of altar table. As the largest exhibit in the room, it attracts
my attention from the very first minute. So here I start my review. On the untreated surface of
the table, at first sight without any logic, ceramic objects are arranged: here are shapeless
fragments, shards of glazed, copies of vases, colored stones.
Items resemble all the famous European and Ottoman vases, however, a little
"transformed" by the artist: ceramics are beaten; the gloss of the surface is sometimes stained
with clay. Bingol plays with the concept of time: ceramics of all cultural epochs can be found on
the table, including Antiquity, Middle Ages, Renaissance. There are even structures that
resemble the architecture of Modern. Bingol’s pottery is susceptible to destruction at the same
time has a gently color scheme. There are patterns and floral ornaments again like an appliqué on
pastel pink, light gray could be seen.
Like a surgeon on the operating table, Bingol put vessels like shards of history, and I as
an outside observer without medical gloves and sterile mask do not have the opportunity to
participate in the operation, ruefully study the remains.
I hear the sound of broken dishes behind my back. It’s a 40 sec. long video «SelfConscious, 2015», where the artist is sitting at the as if on a theatrical stage. Theatrical curtains
in the form of floral wallpaper are identical to the ornament on her dress. From the religious
patterns of Ottoman tiles artist created the space and became its full part. Like a schoolgirl at a
desk, Burcak is watching me, and I see her disheveled hair and bare knees, the special critic topic
of today's pro-Islamic power. There is a ceramic vessel on the edge of the table near her elbow.
Abrupt movement, one second and it smash to smithereens. No muscle twitched on the artist's
face.
The name of the exposition «Mitos and Utopia» Burcak borrows from the book of Ekrem
Isin, a Turkish urban researcher who tells about the life and urban features of Istanbul since the
conquest in 1453 and until the middle of the XXth century. Bingol is also talking about the city,
culture and the tempers; in the video «Clay Memory, 2017» she makes a plaster cast from the old
pave near medieval Galata tower. Behind the scenes, she regrets that government did not allow
her to do this on Sultanahmet Square – symbol of modern religious restoration.
Other myths and legends of Istanbul artist recreates in the form of the empire time city
garden, like lost the tradition of the modern metropolis. In the dried mummies of roses and
carnations, which Bingol fastens to the gallery floor by the same clay, I see and fight for the last
park in the center of Istanbul that grew into riots and the actual worldwide bodily fatigue from
endless wars, refugee problems and an appeal to the "Garden of Eden". The dried flowers look
fabulously brittle, and artist shares with me the story how difficult it was to deliver this art
herbarium from the studio: how in a crowded with the wind and people Istiklal she had to cover
flowers with her own body.
The mythology of Bingol lined up on the discourse about the city and its history, where
artist experiences strong personal emotions. Her myth takes the form of lyrically sad, sensual
destruction, where I can hear the sound of glass fragments: artist’s broken heart, shop windows
on the main city street and lost history.
Bingol’s Utopia is not global, but up-to-the-minute: on the gallery wall she sculpted giant
clay flowers similar to Ottoman ceramic patterns «The Last Of The Golden Ages To Be Lived,
2017». By the time compositions crumble by material gravity, I see shards on the floor, similar
to those through which I stepped over, going up by old building stairs, where according to
rumors Ataturk himself was treating his teeth.
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I look with regret at the works, that impossible to archive – dry garden and clay casts on
the wall. I ask: «What is going to happened with this beauty after finishing the show? Burcak is
smiling: «They will not exist».
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